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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. EUCALYPCITY BEACH SIDE PIER DAYTIME AFTERNOON.

HAPPY MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.1 afternoon

down at the beach side of Eucalypcity 3 FISHERMEN are

walking down at the end of the pier with their fishing rods

and buckets of bate. The 3 fishermen made it to the end of

the pier and place their buckets of bate on the ground and

they all cased their fishing rods into the ocean.

FISHERMAN 1

This is great guys just 3 men

enjoying this great afternoon hay

guys

FISHERMAN 2

(agrees)

You got that right a good afternoon

to fishing a long day of work.

Suddenly Fisherman 3’s fishing rod started to pull, so he

quickly grabs his fishing rod and start to pull on it.

FISHERMAN 3

Guys I got a bite.

Fisherman 3 struggles to pull his fishing rod out from the

water.

FISHERMAN 1

Wow that was fast.

FISHERMAN 3

Help me get this sucker in.

Fisherman 1 and 2 all get behind Fisherman 3 to help him

pull his fishing rod and catching the catch of the day.

Together the 3 Fishermen are pulling the caught of the

day out of the water.

EVIL THRILLING ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

Suddenly SHARK BITE, bizarre, bazaar, cold hearted, and

cruel human shark, jumps out from the ocean and land onto

the pair. THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The 3

fishermen all fall onto the pair.

FISHERMAN 1)

Who, who are you?

(CONTINUED)
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SHARK BITE

The names Shark Bite, the ruler of

all Sharks and I am here in

Eucalypcity to terrorize

everything.

Shark Bite SNAPS his fingers causing 7 of his SHARKS to

BREAKS through the pair and land on the pair on their tail

fines right beside Shark Bite.

FISHERMAN 2

(scared)

OK I am so freaked out about this.

FISHERMAN 3

Let’s get out of here.

The 3 Fishermen all run away from Shake Bite and his sharks.

Suddenly 5 more of Shark Bite’s sharks BREAK out from the

pair stop the 3 Fishermen in their tracks.

SHARK BITE

You’re not going anywhere.

Shark Bite BREATHES out his BUBBLE BEAM at the 3 fishermen

trapping them into a giant bubble.

END OF TEASER

FADE TO BLACK

ACT 1

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE COURTYARD

THE NEXT DAY.

HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the Crime Fighting Karate

Koala Bears Backyard the Koalas are all underwater in the

blown up kiddie pool.

Rose McScott comes walking down the steps of the house and

into the courtyard with some lemonade for the Koalas. She

placed it onto the picnic table. Jake came out from the

water gasping for air.

JAKE

Okay how long was that mom.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Honey you where underwater for 3

seconds.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Sweet I beat my old second by 2

seconds.

ROSE MCSCOTT

What are you guys doing anyway?

JAKE

This is Powerful Paul’s idea.

Martin come out from the water gasping for air.

MARTIN

Paul wanted us to see how long we

hold our breaths underwater for.

JAKE

It’s a survival exercise.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiled)

Well you Koalas have to get out

from the pool soon, because we have

whale watching with Arthur this

afternoon.

Suddenly Fluffy come out from the water gasping for air.

FLUFFY

OK I am done with this exercise,

I’m going back inside to blow dry

my fur.

Fluffy goes back into the house socking wet.

MARTIN

Wow Bruce and Paul are still

underwater.

JAKE

I know they’ll run out of air

evenly.

FADE TO

EXT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ HOUSE COURTYARD 5

MINUTES LATER.

Bruce comes out from the water gasping for air. Then Rose

McScott walks back downstairs and into the courtyard.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

Wow a hole 5 minutes you where in

there.

BRUCE

Yeah about that.

Then Paul comes out from the water.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Well both of you where in the water

for 5 minutes, I am impressed now

both of you go to the bathroom

because Arthur is going to pic us

up soon.

PAUL

Oh sorry mom I don’t need too.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Really Paul.

FADE TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY PIER AFTERNOON MOMENTS LATER

Down at the Eucalypcity Pier NELSON WAVES a boat drivers

bald, wacky and who is in his 40s is walking off his tug

boat and pulls a rope reveling a banner that said Nelson and

Daughter’s whale tour.

NELSON WAVES

(into the megaphone)

Come one and all to Nelson and

Daughter’s Whale Tour, be amazed by

the different species of whales in

one area so come on for the

adventure of a life time.

No one come over to Nelson’s whale tour. People continue

walking pass Nelson’s whale tour, then GINGER WAVE 16,

smart, mature, nice and caring, has chestnut hair and brown

eyes walks off of the tugboat.

GINGER WAVE

Dad, this is not a good idea.

NELSON WAVES

Oh come one Ginger this is a good

idea to get the college fund you

need.

(CONTINUED)
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GINGER WAVE

Dad there is no one coming to the

Whale Tour.

NELSON WAVES

And why is that?

GINGER WAVE

You put the tickets up to 100

dollars each.

Suddenly Arthur, Rose McScott and the Koalas in their capes

and sunglasses.

ARTHUR NICKLES

(smiles)

Hey Nelson!!!

NELSON WAVES

(smiles)

Hey hey Arthur it’s great to see

you again.

PAUL

(asked Arthur)

So you know this guy?

ARTHUR NICKLES

Yes we went to high school

together. Nelson this is Rose

McScott and her 5 special children.

Rose and Nelson both shake each other’s hands.

ROSE MCSCOTT

So you must be Nelson that Arthur

was talking about my name is Rose.

NELSON WAVES

Well it’s nice to meet you Rose,

this is my daughter Ginger.

GINGER WAVE

(smiles)

It’s very nice to meet you.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

It’s nice to meet you too, and

these are my kids, Paul, Bruce,

Martin, Jake and Fluffy.

(CONTINUED)
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GINGER WAVE

(smiles)

Fluffy now that is a nice name.

FLUFFY

(smile)

You think, my mom named me this

because she thinks that I am soft

and fluffy.

JAKE

Yeah don’t forget furious.

FLUFFY

(mad at Jake)

I am not Furious.

JAKE

(smiles)

Well it’s part of your nickname.

Fluffy punches Jake in the shoulder.

NELSON WAVES

So everyone all aboard the S.S

Waves.

S.S. Waves is a old rusty fishing boat. The sign of the S.S.

Waves breaks off and SPLASHES into the water.

BRUCE

That’s the S.S. Waves?

MARTIN

It looks like a old fishing boat.

PAUL

(sniffing)

It smells like an old fishing boat.

JAKE

But what does it taste like.

PAUL

Jakey don’t taste it and it is a

old fishing boat.

JAKE

I’m going to taste it.

Jake sticks out his tongue and licks the boat. Jake SPITS

out the taste in disgust and wipes off the dirt off of his

tongue.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Salty and rusty combined together.

Ralty.

NELSON WAVES

(explain)

Hi I don’t wanted to say old to it

I say it’s renewable.

Suddenly the flag of the fishing boat BREAKS and FALLS off.

NELSON WAVES

OK it’s a old fishing boat that I

rent for Ginger’s college fund.

Let’s get going alright.

Suddenly bird poop falls onto the window of the boat causing

it to CRACK.

FADE TO

EXT. PACIFIC OCEAN FISHING BOAT 10 MILES AWAY FROM SAN DIEGO

AFTERNOON.

SAILOR CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.On the Fishing boat

in the Pacific Ocean Nelson Waves is driving the boat where

Arthur comes up right behind him.

ARTHUR NICKLES

(smiles)

Well Nelson you never changed since

High School you’re the same cheep

man I know.

NELSON WAVES

Cheep, yeah right.

ARTHUR NICKLES

You got a tuxedo out from the dump

for Prom night.

NELSON WAVES

Hey I don’t want that to go to

waste.

ARTHUR NICKLES

You eat food from the trash through

out high school.

NELSON WAVES

It’s still fresh.

(CONTINUED)
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On the left side of the boat Paul, Bruce, Jake and Martin

are all looking for whales on the open waters feeling bored.

BRUCE

(bored)

Seeing anything?

PAUL

(board)

Nope just water and lots of it.

JAKE

Makes me feel wanted to pee.

MARTIN

(asked Nelson)

Hey this there any bathrooms on

board.

NELSON WAVES

(thinking)

Um yes.

Nelson kicks an empty bucket over to Martin.

NELSON WAVES

Use this bucket.

MARTIN

No like a rule bathroom, go you got

one of those.

Ginger leans over the right side of the boat feeling

embarrasses.

GINGER WAVE

Uhh, my dad is so cheep.

FLUFFY

(agrees)

I know 1 time my brother Jake

brought home tacos that he found in

the trash, and he ate them the

whole thing.

GINGER WAVE

(disgust)

Tacos out from the trash gross.

Suddenly a boat horn BLOWS then Professors Marvin and Lucy

Popper,Susan Smith, Professor Ryan Rexes and Violet Rexes

come next to the fishing boat on S.P.D’s yacht.

(CONTINUED)
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PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Ahoy there.

PAUL

(smiles)

Professors aren’t you a site for

sore eyes.

PROFESSOR LUCY POPPER

(smiles)

Wow it’s so good to see you guys

again.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(asked)

So what brings you out on the

opened waters?

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

(to Rose McScott)

Well, while our sons are doing some

recordings, we decided to go out on

the open waters to watch some

whales.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

But, apparently there are no whales

out today.

PAUL

We are just saying the same thing.

BRUCE

(to Nelson Waves)

Which means we need our money back.

NELSON WAVES

Sorry no refunds.

BRUCE

No refunds man you are so cheep.

NELSON WAVES

Oh come on there has to be

something in the water that you

like.

GINGER WAVE

Hey guys look I think I see

something.

Everyone on the S.S. Waves go to the right side of the boat

and look into the water.

(CONTINUED)
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CLOSE UP:

In the water was a SHARK SHAPE SHADOW in the water.

JAKE

What do you think it is?

BRUCE

Hey it might be a dolphin.

MARTIN

I don’t know bro but it looks like

more like a shark.

FLUFFY

And it’s coming up towards us.

EVIL DANGER CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Suddenly the

SHARK comes out from the water and lands onto the S.S. Waves

on his tail fines.

BRUCE

Is it possible that Sharks come out

from the water on their tail fines?

MARTIN

No they can’t.

JAKE

Well look like they are now

learning to walk.

PAUL

(disagrees)

No there has to be some one behind

all of this

Suddenly more SHARKS come out from the water and landed on

their tail fines on the S.S. Waves and other SHARKS with jet

packs on HOVERING over the water.

JAKE

Sharks with jet packs cool.

Suddenly Shark Bite comes out from the water and lands on

the S.S. Waves.

PAUL

Who are you and where are all of

the whales?

(CONTINUED)
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SHARK BITE

My name is Shark Bite and all human

activity and other marine life is

destroying the order of my prefect

sharks.

ARTHUR NICKLES

OK we get the human activity thing

but why other marine life?

SHARK BITE

I only want the oceans filled with

sharks only not other marine life

and when I am done with you.

Shark Bite’s sharks ACTIVATES their LASERS and aims them

right at the Koalas, Rose McScott, Arthur Nickels, the

Professors, and Nelson and Ginger Waves.

JAKE

Sharks with lasers cool and

dangerous.

SHARK BITE

I know I stool them from Bill Corp

and they are in good condition and

they are water proof.

The Koalas go into their fighting stances.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

ACT 2

FADE TO

Nelson Waves get in front of the Koala Bears with a broken

harpoon that is duct taped back together and points it at

Shark Bite.

NELSON WAVES

Stay behind me everyone I’ll

protect you with this.This? Freak.

The taped up harpoon BREAKS into pieces and the top part

SPLASHES into the water.

BRUCE

Dude where on Earth you get your

stuff at?

(CONTINUED)
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NELSON WAVES

The same place that I always go to

the city dump.

BRUCE

Just let us to the butt kicking

from here.

Bruce CRACKS his knuckles. ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE

BACKGROUND.

PAUL

(to Rose, Arthur, Nelson and

Ginger)

Everyone go onto the S.P.D yacht to

be safer we’ll handle this.

Shark Bite and his other sharks start to SHOOT their LASERS

at the Koalas. The Koalas all dodge in different directions.

Paul cart wheeled right at one of Shark Bite’s shark and did

an uppercut punch at it and then grabs his tail and slams

him to the other shark causing the 2 to CRASH through the

deck of the S.S. Waves.

NELSON WAVES

(to Paul)

Hey be careful with the boat.

Martin kicks the bucket up into the air and kicks it at one

of the sharks hitting him and jump kicks at the shark

knocking his teeth out from him. Suddenly 1 of Shark Bite’s

Sharks strike at Martin causing him to fall into the water.

All of Shark Bite’s sharks all dive right at Martin who is

in the water. Martin quickly FIRES his grappling hook right

at the S.P.D Yacht and pulls himself onto the yacht.

Professor Marvin Popper and Professor Ryan Rexes pulls him

up onto the yacht.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

That was a close one there.

MARTIN

I agree.

Shark Bite and his sharks FIRES there LASERS at the Koalas,

Rose McScott, Arthur Nickles, Nelson and Ginger Waves. Paul,

Bruce, Jake and Fluffy FIRES their net guns right at Shark

Bite and his Sharks. Shark Bite and his Sharks struggle to

break free from the net.

(CONTINUED)
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SHARK BITE

This looks hard.

MARTIN

I know, the nets that I made the

nets out of light weight steel

wires.

PAUL

Quickly get onto the Yacht.

FLUFFY

(to Ginger)

This whale watching trip just got

good.

GINGER WAVE

I know.

Paul, Bruce, Jake, Fluffy, Rose McScott, Arthur Nickles,

Nelson and Ginger Waves got onto S.P.D’s yacht. Shark Bite

and his Sharks BREAKS free from the net and leaps into the

air and dive right at the Koalas, the Professors, Rose

McScott, Arthur Nickles, Nelson and Ginger Waves who are all

on the yacht.

Bruce, Jake, Fluffy and Paul all pull out their taser sticks

and SHOCKS Shark Bite and his sharks who dive right into

them.

PAUL

(to Martin)

Marty quickly call for some

Koalabots.

MARTIN

I am on it and I know just the

Koalabots for this job.

Shark Bite bite off Jake’s taser stick and punches him

causing Jake to fall onto the deck of the yacht.

SHARK BITE

Surrender now. Sharks are the

supreme rulers of the deep.

BRUCE

No way Jaws. I’m going to kick out

all of your teeth

Bruce double kicks right at Shark Bite and does a spin hook

kick right at him. Shark Bite grabs Bruce’s leg by his teeth

and throw him overboard causing him to CRASH into the S.S

Waves.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE MCSCOTT

(shouta)

Bruce!!!!

The S.S Waves start to SINK into the ocean. Suddenly the 3

Koalabots arrive, Koalabot Mark 93 Scuba a Koalabots that

has Scuba gear on, Koalabot Mark 72 Mermaid a Koalabot with

a mermaid’s tail and Koalabot 58 Rubber Ducky a Koalabot

with a Duck costume on.

PAUL

Good the Koalabots have arrived,

Furious Fluffy you take Mark 72,

Jakey you take Rubber Ducky, I’ll

take Scuba.

JAKE

(bummed)

Ah!!! Could you take Rubber Ducky

instead of me.

PAUL

Not now, Marty quickly dive in to

get Big Bruce.

Martin does a butterfly kick right at 7 of Shark Bite’s

sharks knocking them out and then dive into the water to

rescue Bruce. Martin and Bruce come out from the water.

BRUCE

Thanks Marty.

Paul put on Koalabot Mark 93 Scuba as armor, Fluffy put on

Koalabot Mark 72 Mermaid as armor and Jake put on Koalabot

Mark 58 Rubber Ducky as armor.

JAKE

(to Paul)

Dude I look stupid in this.

PAUL

Just fight

Shark Bite FIRES his LASERS right at the Koalas. Jake uses

Koalabot Mark 58’s ability to make a SHIELD out from his

wing causing to reflect the laser blast. Fluffy leap over

Jake and uses Koalabot Mark 72’s tail to slam it down onto

Shark Bite’s head.

Shark Bite grabs Fluffy by the mermaid tail and throws her

onto the helipad. Shark Bite’s sharks aimed their lasers at

Fluffy. Suddenly Martin and Bruce out from the water and

does double side kick attacks knocking them overboard.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

(smiles)

Thanks for the save there.

Suddenly Shark Bite come behind Bruce and Martin and picked

them up by the shirt and slams them onto the deck causing

their hats and sunglasses to fall off from them.

SHARK BITE

(confused)

Hun what are you guys?

MARTIN

(explained)

We’re half Koalas, half human.

BRUCE

(mad)

And we’re here to defend the people

from bad guys like you.

Bruce throws a punch right at Shark Bite. Shark Bite uses

his jaws to bite Bruce’s fist.

BRUCE

(in pain)

AHHHH!!!

Bruce pulls his hand out from Shark Bite’s mouth. Ss he did

Bruce sees his BLOOD is coming out from his hand.

BRUCE

My hand.

MARTIN

(to Bruce)

Bruce your hand.

Shark Bite punches Bruce and Martin sending them sliding

across the deck. Suddenly Rose McScott does a jump kick

attack right at Shark Bite and then punches him 6 times in

the face. Paul pulled out a harpoon out from his back and

swings it right at Shark Bite hitting him in the face and

then did a double back kick right at 3 of Shark Bite’s

sharks hitting them.

Suddenly Professor Susan Smith gotten captured by 1 of Shark

Bite’s sharks traps into a bubble.

PROFESSOR SUSAN SMITH

(shouted)

HELP!!!

(CONTINUED)
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Jake uses Koalabot Mark 58’s steel feather shooting function

to SHOOT OUT STEEL FEATHERS from Koalabot Mark 58 Rubber

Ducky hitting 5 of Shark Bite’s sharks, and then did a

double jump kick right at another shark knocking it’s jet

pack off from him and then flops on the deck. Suddenly 2

sharks FIRES their LASERS right at him.

Jake use Koalabot Mark 58’s shield function to deflect the

laser fire. Suddenly Professor Marvin and Lucy Popper gotten

captured in 2 bubbles by 2 of Shark Bite’s sharks. Martin

does 2 karate chops to POP the bubbles free them.Suddenly

they gotten trap into 2 NEW BUBBLES and then send them into

the ocean.

Nelson and Ginger Waves both gotten captured in 1 of the

bubbles and 1 of Shark Bite’s sharks push them into the

ocean. Professor Ryan Rexes is guarding Professor Violet

Rexes while holding an umbrella as a weapon. Shark Bite’s

sharks surrounds them. They were capture in BUBBLES by 1 of

Shark Bite’s Sharks.

PROFESSOR VIOLET REXES

This is bad.

PROFESSOR RYAN REXES

(worried)

I know.

Suddenly Arthur Nickles gotten captured in 1 of the bubbles.

He uses his taser stick to SHOCK the bubble causing the

bubble to POP breaking him free from the bubble.Suddenly

Arthur gotten captured in another bubble.

ARTHUR NICKLES

(worried)

Oh boy!!!

Suddenly Rose McScott gets captured by one of the bubbles

and gets suck inside of the bubble.

PAUL

(shouted)

MOM!!!

Shark Bite’s sharks pushes Arthur Nickels, Professor Lucy

and Marvin Popper, Professor Ryan and Violet, Nelson and

Ginger Waves and Rose McScott who where in the bubbles into

the ocean causing them to sink into the ocean.

Shark Bite and his sharks dive into the ocean. Paul got mad

and squeezes his fist and then punches down onto the deck.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(shouts)

NOOOO!!!

FLUFFY

Wow I didn’t Powerful Paul this way

feeling about mom.

MARTIN

(to Paul)

Powerful Paul, Shark Bite has Mom

and the professors, Arthur and

Ginger Waves.

FLUFFY

Don’t forget that other guy

BRUCE

(to Fluffy)

You mean her father.

PAUL

(furious)

No Shark Bite has our mother our

only mother.

JAKE

We know bro we can get another one.

PAUL

(furious)

No we can’t Jakey, Mom is our only

mom and she is more then that she

our guardian, our teacher and we’re

going to get her back.

CUT TO

EXT. PACIFIC OCEAN UNDERWATER CORAL REEF.

Paul wearing Koalabot Mark 93 Scuba, Jake wearing Koalabot

Mark 58 Rubber Ducky and Fluffy wearing Koalabot Mark 72

Mermaid as armor while Bruce and Martin are wearing scuba

gear are swimming through the ocean screeching for Shark

Bite’s lair.

PAUL

(to Martin)

Marty do you have a signal on Mom’s

tracking chip.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Yes according to the Koala cell,

Mom and the others are in that

submarine.

MARTIN’S P.O.V

Martin sees a rusty world war 2 submarine.

RETURN TO SCENE

JAKE

That looks like a submarine.

BRUCE

Yes Jakey it is a Submarine.

FLUFFY

(to Paul)

Do you think that Mom and the

others are in there?

PAUL

Time to find out.

CUT TO

INT. SHARK BITE’S UNDERWATER LAIR

EVIL THRILLING CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Inside

Shark Bite’s Lair Rose McScott, Arthur Nickels, Professor

Marvin and Lucy Popper, Professor Susan Smith, Professor

Ryan and Violet Rexes and Nelson and Ginger Waves are all

wraps in kelp.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(ask Shark Bite)

What are you going to do with us?

SHARK BITE

(smiled)

Simple we are going to eat you for

dinner.

NELSON WAVES

(begging)

Oh please eat the smart ones first

eat me last.

PROFESSOR MARVIN POPPER

Really

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly the Koalas comes into Shark Bite’s lair to rescue

the others.

PAUL

Sorry Shark Bite but your dinner

time is over.

SHARK BITE

(mad)

You again.

BRUCE

That’s right pal(pause) you and

your shark family are going down.

JAKE

Right to the bottom of the ocean

floor.

FLUFFY

What he said.

Suddenly Shark Bite’s sharks come out from the water aiming

their lasers right at the Koalas.

PAUL

(shouted)

NOW.

The Koalas throw their sticky bombs right at Shark Bite’s

Sharks’ lasers causing their lasers to EXPLODE. Jake wearing

Koalabot Mark 58 Rubber Ducky SHOOT OUT FEATHERS at 3 of

Shark Bite’s sharks hitting them.

PAUL

(ordered the others)

Furious Fluffy you free the others

Marty, Jakey,you two fight off as

many of Shark Bite’s sharks as you

can Big Bruce you’re with me in

taking down Shark Bite.

SHARK BITE

(smiled)

Oh this is going to be good.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Shark Bite

press a button from his remote to ACTIVATES his battle suit.

Shark Bite’s battle suit APPEARS behind. Shark Bite put on

his battle suit and then pulls out his GREEN GLOWING gamma

trident and points it at Paul.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

A Gamma powered trident?

SHARK BITE

(smiles)

Yes you don’t know anything about

me.

Shark Bite attack Paul with his gamma powered trident. Paul

blocks the attack with his harpoon and then did a jump back

kick right at Shark Bite.

Fluffy wearing Koalabot Mark 72 as armor uses it’s tail to

cut free Rose McScott, Arthur Nickels, Professors Marvin and

Lucy Popper, Professor Susan Smith, Professor Ryan and

Violet Rexes and Nelson and Ginger Waves from the kelp

wrapped around them. Rose McScott hugged Fluffy.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(reveled)

Oh thank you Fluffy.

Paul do a double punch attack right at Shark Bite’s face

hitting him causing to knock out 8 of Shark Bite’s teeth.

Shark Bite gets angry and swings his tail right at Paul

hitting him causing Paul to be slam into the wall. Bruce

leaps onto Shark Bite’s back and take out his taser stick

and SHOCKS Shark Bite.

Shark Bite grabs Bruce and throws him off from his back

throwing him right at Paul. Shark Bite runs right at Paul

and Bruce. Paul and Bruce gets up and both do triple front

snap kick attack right at Shark Bite.

Jake wearing Koalabot Mark 72 Rubber Duck as armor uses it’s

feather firing function to FIRES STEEL FEATHERS right at 5

of Shark Bite’s sharks hitting them. Martin throw 5 sticky

bombs right at 10 of Shark Bite’s sharks STICKING them to

the wall. Suddenly 3 sharks come behind Martin. Martin see

their reflection in the water so he took out his net and

fires it causing the sharks to be catch in the net.

Paul does a tornado kick right at Shark Bite hitting him

then uses his harpoon to hit Shark Bite in the face. Bruce

did a Udewa take down right at Shark Bite slamming him to

the floor. Shark Bite punches Bruce causing Bruce to fly

back into the water, then all of a sudden Fluffy uses

Koalabot Mark 58’s tail to hit Shark Bite in the face

knocking him out.

Shark Bite picks himself up from the floor and aimed his

laser hands right at Paul, Bruce, and Fluffy. Jake come in

front of them as Shark Bite FIRES his LASERS hands right at

(CONTINUED)
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him. Jake ACTIVATES the shield function on to block the

laser attack and then FIRES his STEEL FEATHERS at him

hitting Shark Bite. Bruce jump out from the water and does a

flying jump kick right at Shark Bite.

MARTIN

(to Paul)

Powerful Paul everyone is back up

to the surface.

PAUL

Good time to put this shark on ice.

SHARK BITE

(mad)

WHAT!!!!

Paul uses the freeze ray function on Koalabot Mark 93 Scuba

to FREEZE Shark Bite causing him to freeze in SOLID ICE.

PAUL

(to the others)

Come on Koalas lets get out of

here.

FADE TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY BEACH SIDE PIER EVENING SUNSET.

Back at the pier the S.P.D yacht is parked on the right side

of the pier with the Koalas, Rose McScott, Arthur Nickels,

Professors Marvin and Lucy Popper, Professor Susan Smith,

Professors Ryan and Violet Rexes and Nelson and Ginger Waves

on the pier.

NELSON WAVES

(smiles)

Well I like to say thank you for

saving us you guys are so amazing.

BRUCE

(smiles)

Hey it was nothing.

MARTIN

But we better keep this a secret

between us and you two.

GINGER WAVE

(smiles)

We will, too bad we didn’t see any

whales today.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(smiled)

Well you better look behind you.

HAPPY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Nelson and Ginger

Waves turned to see dozens of WHALES come out from the

ocean.

GINGER WAVE

(amazed)

Wow whales.

Everyone sees the whales BLOWING out from their blowholes,

and SPLASHING the water with their tails.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiled)

Now this is a prefect ending for

today.

ARTHUR NICKLES

(agrees)

I agree

FLUFFY

So what will happen now?

MARTIN

Yeah with Shark Bite frozen will he

return?

PAUL

For most of our bad guys we fight,

they do come back and we we will be

ready.

A whale jump out from the water and SPLASHES back down into

the ocean.

FADE TO BLACK


